
Final Exam for Teachers Workshop  
 

 
1. The Learning Pyramid shows us that the group learns best by getting involved True False 
     in the learning process – doing it, explaining it to others and discussion. 
 
2. We remember very little (5 %?) of what we hear in a lecture.   True False 
 
3. Many Christians say one of the things that helped them grow the most  True  False 
     in their faith was when a mentor gave them personal attention and helped 
     them get involved in doing the Word, taking leadership and serving others. 
 
4. In a survey, many Christians said they grew faster when they began to  True False 
    read the Bible for themselves during the week. 
 
5. There is no value in sharing our testimony with one another in our classes. True False 
 
6. People have busy lives, there is no value in offering times for fellowship. True  False 
 
7. Surveys have shown that most guests came to church because they were  True False 
    invited by a friend to a church activity (either worship, small group,  
    social event, or a service project) 
 
8. Sitting in rows is the best way to build community & improve communication. True False 
 
9. We serve others every day at home, work and in our daily interactions. But True False 
    there is also value in doing some group service projects together – 1) we can  
    accomplish some things better as a group, 2) we gain confidence doing things 
    with our group that we might not have done on our own, and 3) we can have a 
    significant witness when we invite our friends to help and they can rub 
    shoulders with a group of people who love God and have a heart to serve others. 
 
10. Most people in America grew up attending church. They are comfortable  True False 
      visiting churches, joining a small group, introducing themselves to the  
      pastor, and understanding what Bible to buy and how to read it. 
 
11. For many people, it feels nice to sit with friends when we go to worship. True False 
 
12. A Sunday School Teacher should consider himself a leadership coach and  True False 
      train as many people as he can to teach, lead discussion, & plan events. 
 
13. You will find discussion questions in the literature book that you use for True  False 
       Sunday School. These are probably the only questions you will need. 
 
14. When you have a monthly party–invite group members + lots of prospects. True True 


